Early detection of the TUR syndrome by marking the irrigating fluid with 1% ethanol.
The ethanol concentration in the expired breath (EB-ethanol), the volumetric fluid balance and the serum sodium concentration were measured in the course of 60 transurethral resections of the prostate in which the irrigating fluid was 1.5% glycine + 1% ethanol. Measurement of EB-ethanol indicated absorption of irrigant at a rate of more than 150 ml in 10 min, as measured volumetrically. There was a significant direct linear relationship between EB-ethanol and the cumulative volume of irrigant absorbed (R2 = 0.83); this correlation was stronger when the duration of absorption was taken into account (R2 = 0.90). EB-ethanol was inversely related to the overall change in the serum sodium concentration during the operation (R2 = 0.88). Symptoms that are recognized components of the TUR syndrome developed in 8 of the 13 patients absorbing more than 11 of irrigant, while the ethanol exerted no adverse effects. The results of the study indicate that 1% ethanol is a suitable marker for monitoring irrigant absorption by means of the expired breath test in routine transurethral surgery. At this concentration the sensitivity of the test is adequate for detecting absorption, while the ethanol is less toxic than the irrigant fluid itself.